SOME RESULTS ON PARAFREE GROUPS BY YAEL ROITBERG
ABSTRACT.
We obtain some theorems concerning parafree groups in certain varieties, which are analogs of corresponding theorems about free groups in these varieties.
Our principal results are:
(1) A normal subgroup N of a parafree metabelian group P of rank>2 such that zV • y-¡P has infinite index in P is not finitely generated unless it is trivial.
(2) If x and y are elements of a parafree group P in any variety containing the variety of all metabelian groups which are independent modulo J2P, then the commutator [x, y] is not a proper power.
Introduction.
In this paper, we shall prove analogs, for parafree groups(') in certain varieties, of some theorems concerning free groups in these varieties. Let U and 93 be varieties of groups, 11 720/ the variety of groups of order 1, and let F be a noncyclic freee group in ÏÏÏ3. Let VÍF) denote the iunique) minimal normal subgroup of F such that F/VÍF) lies in 93. Suppose that N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of F such that F/VÍF)N is infinite. Then N is not finitely generated.
Note that in the case where 11 and 53 are both the varieties of all groups, Baums lag's theorem reduces to the "only if" part of Schreier's theorem. Our by a parafree group P. However, we must make a drastic restriction on the varities U and S. More precisely we shall prove:
Let P be a parafree group of rank > 2 in the variety u of all metabelian groups. Let N be a normal subgroup of P such that \P/N ■ y2P\ is infinite.
Then, either N = 1 or N is not finitely generated.
Notice that the free groups in u are actually parafree, being residually nilpotent, and therefore our result can be viewed as a partial generalization of Baumslag's theorem.
In Chapter II, we shall prove the following theorem:
// P is a parafree group in any variety 8 containing the variety of all metabelian groups, and if x and y are any two elements of P which are independent modulo y2P, then the commutator [x, y] is not a proper power. A subset X of a parafree group P is called a parabasis for P if X freely generates P modulo y-.P. It follows that if X is a parabasis of P, then X freely generates P modulo y P for 72 > 2.
We now list the notation which will be used throughout this paper.
Notation.
xy the transform y~ xy of x by y, x, y £ G. 1. The purpose of this chapter is to prove a generalization of a theorem of G. can be written as follows:
where kin) is a finite nonnegative integer, with the understanding that n. 1 g " 1 , = 1, and g " , \ < g " , \ < ■ ■ ■ < g " , \-Suppose
where 0 < ¿(72) < e» 0 < /(tz) <tx>p .<...< o and p "<. 3. Throughout this section we shall mainly deal with metabelian groups.
The first four lemmas are known, and hence their proofs will be omitted.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be any group, and let x and y be any two elements of G.
Lemma 3.2 (P. Hall). Let G be any group, and let x, y and z be arbitrary
Lemma 3.3. Let G be any group, and let x, y, and z be arbitrary elements of G. Then
Moreover, if G is a metabelian group, then (iv) whenever x £ y2G, xyZ -xzy, Proof. The proof can be found in H. Neumann [9, p. 96].
Lemma 3.5. Let G be any residually nilpotent metabelian group. Let g be an element of y2G, and let h be any element of G. If we write g = 1 L"^_ t g where
Proof. Using Lemma 3.3 and the fact that y2G is abelian, we get
Hence, (n*=2 ig -, h])~ [g, h] £ y +2G (72 > 2). Thus, (i) is proved. The proof of (ii) is similar, and hence is omitted.
Before stating the next lemmas, we shall introduce certain notation.
Let G be any group, and let x be an arbitrary element of G. 
where k > 0 z772zi / > 0.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. If k = 0, we must show that
By definition we get We observe that if / = 0 equation (1) holds trivially. Thus, assume that / > 0.
Using Lemma 3.3 and equations (2) and (3) we get t*p *2> "
Thus, equation (1) holds. Next, we shall assume that the result holds for some fixed k > 0, and we shall prove that the following identity holds: 
y a(/e+ 1, i, z)= y aU+.l,¿,x)«aU + 2,í,i).
z=/e z=fe + l Now, equation (4) follows immediately from equations (5), (6) and (7), and thus the proof of the lemma is complete. where / is a fixed positive integer, and we must show that
We first observe that by definition z = a(0, /, z). Thus, using Lemma 3.6 we get 
7=1
Hence it follows immediately from equations (4) and (5) where m > 0 and tz > 0.
Proof. We shall first show that for an arbitrary positive integer k the following identity holds:
The proof of equation (1) (1) follows immediately from equations (2) and (3). Next, we shall assume that the lemma is true for an arbitrary fixed 72, and we shall show that (4) 722(72+ 1, t)>fn + 1it) for all / > 72 + 1.
We first observe that / ix) is an increasing function for all x > in -l), and thus the sum, 2'." / (z) (/ > 72), is an upper approximation of the integral f'~_xf ix)dx.
în-\ fn{x) dx = / 111 ----nl-dX u:u-i)r*lT"1 it-n)-+i r+1T
Using the induction hypothesis we know that (6) / (i) < 7/2(72, 2) for z > 72.
' 7Z --Thus, using the upper approximation together with equations (5) and (6), we get
for all / > h + 1. But, by definition,
Now, the lemma follows immediately from equations (7) and (8).
Lemma 5.2. If we put gAx) -1 and g ix) = x"/t2!, where x £ R and n is an integer > 0, then g it) > min, t) for all t > 72.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 5.2 is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1 and hence is omitted.
6. Lemma 6.1. Let P be a parafree group in the variety v-. If N is a normal subgroup of P such that N < y2P and \P/Ny2P\ is infinite, then either N -1 or N is not finitely generated.
Proof. Suppose N / 1 and N is finitely generated. Since y~P is a torsion free abelian group, N is free abelian of finite rank. Now, let a be any element of N different from the identity. As the center of P is 1, it follows that there is an element b oí P such that [a, b] We shall first show that equation (3) holds. We know that there exists an element n of N such that 72 = %2 • p' where p' £ y2P. Now, P/K/yAP/K) is free abelian of rank 2, freely generated by x.K and x2K modulo y2(P/K). So let p be the homomorphism of P'/'K/y2(P'/'K) into P/y2P defined by
Then, clearly, n ■ K(y2(P/K))p ¿ 1 and thus 72 / y?P ■ K Dj. Hence Np f= I.
Next, we shall prove (4). Let v be the homomorphism of P/'J/yAP'/'j) into P/y2P defined by x1]yy2pn)v = xiy2p (¿ = i,2). Now clearly (5) \(Np) . (y2(P/]))\v = \gp(xa22J) . (y2(P/J))\v =gP(xa22 . y2P).
Suppose %j • / £ (Nu) ■ (y2(Pu)) for some k ¿ 0. Then using equation (5) we get x,y2P £gp(x2 y2P)-But x. and x2 are independent modulo y-,P. Hence Xj/j / (Nfi) ■ (y2(Pu)) for all k ¿ 0, and thus (4) is true.
4.7. Lemma 7.1. Let P be a positive group of rank 2 in the variety & . If N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of P such that \P/N • y2P\ is infinite, then N is not finitely generated.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.1 that we can assume that N is not a subgroup of y P. Thus Ny.P/y2P / 1. Using the basis theorem for free abelian groups, it follows that we can choose a parabasis, \a, bl, of P such that aT and bs, where s and r are integers, generates N • y-.P modulo y-¡P■ Since Ny2P/y2P / 1 and \P/Ny2P\ is infinite, without loss of generality we shall assume that s / 0 and r = 0. Furthermore, we shall assume that s > 0. Suppose N is finitely generated, i.e. suppose
(1) H = gpihlt ... , hk).
Clearly h. = b ' h. , where n. £ 7, and h . £ y2? for all 1 < i < k. Since bs ■ y2P is an element of Ny2P/y2P, there is an element p of N such that p = bsp', where p' £ y-¡P-Put
(2) g¿ = íp) "' h. for 1 < i < k.
Clearly, g. £ y2P for 1 < z < k. Using equations (1) and <2) we get (3) n = gpíhv ---, hk) = gVíp, gv . . -, gk) = g?íp) . gpigf, ... , gbkSt \t £ Z). Now, the proof of the theorem is broken into two cases, depending on whether k = 0 or k ¡¿ 0.
Case 1. Suppose k = 0. Then N = gp ibsp' ). Since N is a normal subgroup of P, the element pa belongs to N. Thus we must have (4) pa = pl where / £ Z.
We also know that p = bsp' can be written as follows: (8) and (9) 777,72 ' ^ v that fl) " = r « for all 772 > 0, 1 < z < fe and / e Z. Next, we shall show that for
at least one i, 1 < i: < ze, /," / 0. Since pa £ N we can write , s z s. t ij do) ^^'niK where Z. ., r. and / are integers. Using equation (6) and (10), it. follows that / = 1. Moreover, using equations (9) and (10) 0 for all Z2 > 0. Thus, using equations (9) and (16) Using equations (15) and (17) Thus it follows from equations (23), (24) and (25) Proof. Let us assume, to begin with, that the theorem is true whenever P is a parafree group of rank 2 in 21 . We shall return to this important special case later.
Let now P be an arbitrary noncyclic parafree group P in 21 and suppose there exist elements x, y and z oí P such *:hat x and y are independent modulo y2P and [x, y] = zm for some m > 1. Now, since x and y are independent modulo y2P, there exists a parabasis X of P which includes two elements a and b such that x and y lie in gp(«, b) modulo y-¡P. It remains to consider the. case where P is a parafree group of rank 2 in 21 .
We shall require a number of technical lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be any metabelian group. If x and y are arbitrary elements of G, then
where s > 0 and t > 0.
Proof. Using Lemma 3.3 of Chapter I we get Thus, using equations (3), (4) and (5) Thus, the lemma is proved.
Now we are ready to proceed with the proof of Theorem II.
Suppose then that there exist elements x, y and z oí P such that x and y are independent modulo y-.P and [x, y] = zm for some ttz > 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that m is a prime. Now, clearly, z must lie in y2P.
Furthermore, since x and y are independent modulo y-,P, there exists a parabasis, consisting of elements a. and b. oí P, such that
(1) y = a. modulo y2P, Since we are assuming that [x, y] = zm where ztt is a positive prime, the expo-
